January 30, 2018

The Honorable Larry Campbell, Chairperson
House Committee on K-12 Education Budget
Statehouse, Room 286-N
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Dear Representative Campbell:

SUBJECT: Fiscal Note for HB 2561 by Representative Rooker

In accordance with KSA 75-3715a, the following fiscal note concerning HB 2561 is respectfully submitted to your committee.

HB 2561 would amend the transportation weighting in the Kansas School Equity and Enhancement Act. Specifically, the bill would adjust the “curve of best fit” in the formula for high-density enrollment school districts to correspond with the Department of Education’s current practice of calculating state aid for the transportation weighting.

According to the Department of Education, enactment of HB 2561 would have no fiscal effect, as the bill would conform the Act to the Department’s current practice of calculating state aid for the transportation weighting for districts with high-density enrollment.

Sincerely,

Shawn Sullivan,
Director of the Budget

cc: Dale Dennis, Education